HOW USING SPECIALIZED DASHBOARD TEMPLATES INSTEAD OF STARTING FROM
SCRATCH, CAN SAVE YOU TIME, MONEY AND ENERGY

Most companies find themselves having to produce dashboards to get an accurate overview of their
present situation, monitor trends and provide a precise actionable summary to their senior
management.

The creation of these dashboards seems simple, until you need to choose the metrics to display &
determine the format of each according to the objective of the dashboard. Disappointingly, for most
even after several attempts, the results remain questionable, despite significant efforts, time & money
spent. Often, it is the search for examples to confirm the important metrics to follow according to the
subject to be treated where most stumble. In some cases, the expression “A picture is worth a
thousand words” does not apply. It is necessary to understand why, to interpret everything and to
adjust accordingly to be certain that the information is accurate. The process quickly becomes difficult
and time consuming, only to deliver a dashboard with questionable & unclear results.
This problem is widespread, over the past many years most companies we’ve met with have shared
their frustration with creating dashboards. Most suffer the dilemma of the need for the dashboards but
are frustrated with the huge problems with creating them, lost time and money.

It is exactly for these reasons that we used our expertise gathered from years of mandates and our
vision to create an efficient, user-friendly product: that can perform the tasks for you using artificial
intelligence and a processing algorithm that contains years of knowledge and experience.

We have transferred that knowledge and experience into “INDIK™”. INDIK™ uses a very
sophisticated algorithmic technology called “Algorithmic Knowledge Objects (AKO)” which, according
to the needs of the manager, will automatically select the metrics tailored to the industry standards
and propose the best templates to produce the dashboard.
No more blank whiteboards, endless brainstorming sessions & meetings, time & money invested only
to produce unclear questionable dashboards.
INDIK™ concentrates on two main sectors; IT and IT security, built by IT & IT security specialists with
in-depth understanding of these fields.
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After easily selecting the template or templates that meet your needs, sit back & let your assistant
INDIK™ take over & automatically produce the dashboard, right up till they are ready to be distributed.
No more having to assign people to accomplish the task when Indik’s automatic advanced algorithmic
technology is able to do it.
The goal of producing a dashboard is to understand the situation and take the required actions. With
INDIK™ it is no longer necessary to invest the majority of your time and money in designing and
producing your dashboards. INDIK™ simply gets the job done!
INDIK™ will help you create the finest IT, Cyber Security & Risk Management Dashboards, with its
revolutionary process, and allow you to quickly visualize, easily understand & share the data with
minimum effort.

To get your company up, producing dashboards quickly, easily, to make you & your teams’ life easier
we’ve introduced, “INDIK™ Quick Start Program”. Drawing upon our experience working with of
clients & understanding their needs, we'll help you set up and generate your first dashboards in a
flash.

For an INDIK™ 2.0 "Free Discovery" session, please contact us:
Alain Scherrer, Principal managing partner:
Alain.Scherrer@securecom.ca,
phone: 514 544-0442, extension 2320
Other capsules of interest on INDIK™ 2.0 will be released shortly.

+ Useful Information for IT Managers: INDIK 2.0 TI Management.pdf
https://www.indik-dashboard.com/sites/default/files/images/pdf/INDIK%202.0%20IT%20Management.pdf

+ Useful Information for Cybersecurity Managers: INDIK 2.0 Cybersecurity.pdf
https://www.indik-dashboard.com/sites/default/files/images/pdf/INDIK%202.0%20Cybersecurity.pdf

To learn more visit us at www.indik-dashboard.com
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